Concert and Audition Dress Code
Remember the purpose of a concert or audition is to provide an
experience through the music. It is not about the fashion or to standout
physically from our fellow band members. In an audition to show that
you already understand this professionalism is a bonus for you. Our
attire remains the same at all times unless specifically addressed for an
event. When you attend an audition or solo performance representing the
program this list is to be assumed the standard.
Females: Not percussion
 Plain white blouse (No low cut or shear materials)
 Black dress slacks (no leggings, loose fit around legs, no capris, no
low rise or skinny jeans, no jeans)
 Black flat dress shoes (no tennis shoes or designs)
 Nude or black stocking or socks only
 Jewelry:
 1 pair of stud earring in the lower earlobe permitted.
 Senior ring only
 No necklaces or bracelets
 Simple hair accessories to hold back hair no big bows or
additions
 Makeup
 Simple natural makeup no colored lipsticks Natural shaded
gloss permitted in minimum levels (this affects the reeds,
horns and through concert can smear and stain instruments)
 NO FINGERNAIL POLISH OF COLOR

Females: Percussion

 Plain black blouse (No low cut or shear materials)
 Black dress slacks (no leggings, loose fit around legs, no capris, no
low rise or skinny jeans, no jeans)
 Black flat dress shoes (no tennis shoes or designs)
 Nude or black stocking or socks only
 Jewelry:
 1 pair of stud earring in the lower earlobe permitted.
 Senior ring only
 No necklaces or bracelets
 Simple hair accessories to hold back hair no big bows or
additions
 Makeup
 Simple natural makeup no colored lipsticks Natural shaded
gloss permitted in minimum levels (although you do not use
a horn this affects it creates a uniformity)
 NO FINGERNAIL POLISH OF COLOR
Males: Not percussion
 Plain white button down shirt (No polos)
 Black dress slacks (no sagging, no shorts, no low rise or skinny
jeans, no jeans)
 Black dress shoes (no tennis shoes or designs)
 Black plain socks
 Black tie (can be a bowtie or traditional)
 Jewelry:
 Senior ring only
 No necklaces or bracelets

Males: Percussion

 Plain black button down shirt with clear or black buttons (No
polos)
 Black dress slacks (no sagging, no shorts, no low rise or skinny
jeans, no jeans)
 Black dress shoes (no tennis shoes or designs)
 Black plain socks
 Black tie (can be a bowtie or traditional)
 Jewelry:
 Senior ring only
 No necklaces or bracelets

All clothing should be free of wrinkles or stains and shoes free of stains
and dirt. Our appearance is the first picture our audience gets of the
performance and we must present our professionalism to create the best
environment for the musical experience. If you have any questions on
what is or is not acceptable please reach out to the director in person or
via email.

